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The Dean’s Advisory Council, 
comprised of Conservatory stu-
dents and Dean of the Conservatory 
of Music Brian Pertl ‘86, had its 
first meeting Tuesday, Oct. 19.
The DAC is made up of 
elected representatives from the 
Conservatory student body who 
come together to hear concerns 
and suggestions voiced by fellow 
students. 
The agenda for the first meet-
ing was comparatively small for 
the group, since few suggestions 
had been put on the table for 
discussion. Spreading awareness 
about the open ears of the coun-
cil was the primary topic on the 
agenda.  
One talking point that will 
engender more attention as the 
year progresses, however, is the 
issue of practice room traffic 
jams that frequently occur in the 
basement of the Conservatory. 
While patience and flexibility have 
always been assumed in terms of 
procuring a practice room, many 
upperclassmen have commented 
on the tighter squeeze in practice 
room availability as a result of the 
large incoming freshman class.
According to e-mail responses 
from Conservatory students about 
the practice room dilemma, there 
are some ways to alleviate the 
pressure from finding rooms. To 
start, it is important that students 
always watch their instruments in 
the practice rooms, making sure 
not to leave the rooms unattended 
for an extended period of time. 
In addition, there are alterna-
tive locations to practice: class-
rooms are available upstairs in 
the Conservatory for students 
to reserve and there are practice 
rooms in the Plantz Residence Hall 
basement and the basement of the 
Conservatory West building.
Associate Professor of Music 
and Teacher of Viola Matthew 
Michelic condones this type of 
resourcefulness and perceives the 
practice room situation as a work-
able one. Michelic stated that the 
practice room issue is “something 
that people can plan around if they 
are the creative, flexible and indus-
trious folks I know them to be.”
Nevertheless, the enthusiasm 
and talent of the incoming fresh-
man class is noteworthy and is 
one that Pertl said “should be 
celebrated.”
“Across the board,” said Pertl, 
“all theory teachers and ensem-
ble instructors say that this is 
a great class.” Pertl noted that 
Associate Professor of Music and 
Director of Bands Andrew Mast 
had to upgrade his repertoire for 
the ensemble’s program to find 
something more challenging for 
the group. “They are strong, eager 
and ready to go,” said Pertl.
Further improvements within 
the practice rooms and inside 
the performance spaces at the 
Conservatory have been or are 
currently being undertaken. Over 
the course of the last two years, 
the Lawrence Memorial Chapel has 
undergone a number of renova-
tions. Thanks to a single donor, the 
ceiling, side paneling, entranceway 
columns and steps leading up to 
the front terrace have all been 
renovated and new aisle carpet 
and refurnished house seats were 
added over the summer.
While these new seats are visu-
ally more appealing, the switch 
from metal to wooden frames also 
makes for better sound absorption. 
According to Pertl, the new seats 
and carpeting caused a fourth to a 
half of a second reverb gain. 
Renovations are a continual 
project, and Conservatory stu-
dents can look forward to new 
acoustic paneling for the Chapel 
and practice rooms this coming 
December.
Laura Streyle
Staff  Writer
Dean’s Advisory Council addresses state of the Conservatory of Music
President Jill Beck announced 
Oct. 14 that Lawrence University 
had received a $3.99 million gift. 
One of the largest alumni dona-
tions in Lawrence history, the gift 
is from the Paul and Katherine 
Schmidt charitable trust. 
Paul and Katherine Schmidt, 
two former Lawrence students, 
met nearly 75 years ago during 
their freshman year on campus. 
Associate Director of Major and 
Planned Giving Joshua Dukelow 
was the last Lawrence University 
staff member to speak to Paul 
Schmidt before his death. 
Mr. Schmidt shared with 
Dukelow how he met Mrs. Schmidt 
at Lawrence. “It was homecoming 
weekend and they were part of a 
double date,” explained Dukelow. 
“And so Paul was with a young lady 
who knew Katherine and brought 
one of his friends along to be 
Katherine’s date. But the next day, 
Paul and Katherine decided that 
they should be together instead.” 
The two dated for the rest of 
their time at Lawrence, and they 
were married for almost 75 years. 
“Lawrence has always played a 
big part in their family,” stated 
Dukelow, “because it’s how they 
met and where they spent their 
first years together. They always 
gave back every year in very gener-
ous ways.”
The Paul and Katherine trust 
was originally established in 
1994. The charitable remainder 
of their trust, totaling exactly 
$3,997,319.72, is divided into 
roughly three components. The 
first portion will add nearly $1 mil-
lion to the existing Schmidt Family 
Scholarship. The Schmidt Family 
Scholarship is for students who 
have a strong interest in business, 
economics and entrepreneurship. 
The second part of the Paul 
and Katherine trust will support 
the Lawrence University endow-
ment. In the past couple of years, 
Lawrence’s endowment value has 
decreased due to the poor econ-
omy. Although this decrease has 
not drastically affected Lawrence’s 
academic mission, the Paul and 
Katherine trust will be of tremen-
dous help to the endowment.
“In addition to supporting busi-
ness students, the Schmidt fam-
ily was interested in supporting 
Lawrence as a whole,” explained 
Beck. 
“The Schmidt gift will make 
it more possible for us to get 
through this great recession with-
out damage to a Lawrence educa-
tion,” Beck continued. “Students 
will feel financial stability and 
that’s not a bad thing. Indirectly, 
every student will have a bit more 
Tammy Tran
Staff  Writer
Lawrence receives multi-million dollar donation from alumni
See Donation on page 2
The newly founded Lawrence 
Scholars in Arts and Entertainment 
held their first event on Saturday, 
Oct. 16. The event was a three-
hour-long summit with three for-
mer LU alums, who all hold careers 
in the arts: Mark Green ‘90, Laura 
Caviani ‘84 and Steve Edwards ‘85.
Joseph Brooks, director of 
alumni and constituency engage-
ment, said, “It’s not often that 
students can get the inside scoop 
on running a television channel 
like National Geographic or writ-
ing music for a Hollywood movie. 
Students […] have the opportunity 
to network with these alumni […] 
to prepare Lawrence students for 
competitive career positions.” 
The event began with each 
of the speakers describing their 
career paths. Green is now the 
senior vice president of opera-
tions and planning for the National 
Geographic Channel; Caviani is a 
jazz pianist, composer and uni-
versity lecturer; Edwards is a film 
composer in Los Angeles.
The summit then broke into 
three groups, who separated into 
different rooms to have a more 
detailed conversation about each 
of the alums’ specific areas of 
expertise before gathering togeth-
er again at the end for final ques-
tions.
The event was well attended, 
according to Brian Pertl, dean of 
the Conservatory of Music. Pertl 
estimated that 40 to 50 students 
were in attendance, and noted, “I 
saw a trend that was different from 
previous Lawrence Scholar events 
— like the Lawrence Scholars in 
Business — in that the majority of 
the people who were there were 
freshmen.”
Said Pertl, “It was kind of cool 
to see so many already thinking, 
‘what are our opportunities out 
there after Lawrence?’”
Lawrence Scholars in Arts and 
Entertainment was founded this 
summer through the leadership 
of a faculty and alumni commit-
tee comprised of Brooks, Pertl, 
Assistant Professors of Art John 
Shimon and Julie Lindemann, 
Professor of Theatre Arts and J. 
Thomas and Julie Esch Hurvis 
Professor of Theatre and Drama 
Timothy X. Troy, Helen Lofquist 
Zimmermann, Sophia Chung ‘13, 
Associate Director of Annual 
Giving Ben Campbell and Director 
of Career Counseling Kathy 
Heinzen. 
The purpose of the program 
is, according to Pertl, to “allow 
students to start thinking about 
innovative and entrepreneurial 
approaches to their future long 
before they graduate, so they don’t 
walk out the door and think, ‘Now 
what am I going to do?’” 
Following the model of the 
successful Lawrence Scholars 
in Business, LSAE will bring in 
alumni for similar lecture-based 
events throughout the year, will 
hold an arts immersion weekend 
in January and have a field trip to 
Chicago in the spring. 
Both Brooks and Pertl men-
tioned that they hope this program 
will eventually lead to the possibil-
ity of internship placements for 
Lawrence students with participat-
ing artists and possibly a scholar-
ship much like that offered by the 
Lawrence Scholars in Business.
Sam Flood
Staff  Writer
Lawrence Scholars in Arts and Entertainment hosts first event
Photo by Alfred Guo
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Student complaints regarding 
slow Internet speeds have been 
frequently registered since the 
beginning of the term. Academic 
concerns have figured prominently 
in these complaints. 
With many classes utilizing 
web-based assignments on Moodle 
or elsewhere, students have fre-
quently been hindered from com-
pleting assignments or turning in 
papers by their deadlines. Some 
students have had issues loading 
and completing exams needed to 
get into graduate school.
“When you’re restricted by 
poor Internet, it’s kind of pathetic,” 
one student commented, “espe-
cially when Lawrence prides itself 
on being a university that’s really 
technologically advanced.” 
This student pointed out the 
necessity for a speedy connection 
when working on honors proj-
ects and the other independent 
study opportunities that Lawrence 
encourages.
The most frequent complaint 
about the wireless connection 
among students is the time it 
takes to load videos on sites like 
YouTube. Leslie Fox ‘11 comment-
ed that even her wired connection 
in Plantz is extremely slow.
“I have a hard time getting 
music and videos to download,” 
said Fox.
While the hindrance of slow 
download and streaming is often 
just an inconvenience, an increas-
ing number of classes require stu-
dents to watch videos or listen 
to musical pieces as assignments, 
and this has in some cases proved 
impossible. “It took me three 
days to watch a movie,” explained 
Wenjun Wang ‘13. 
Instructional Technologist 
Arno Damerow claimed, “The 
Lawrence University network 
could never be fast enough. Its 
performance, no matter how much 
bandwidth capacity has been pur-
chased, could always be improved 
upon. My DSL line at home has 
better download speeds, but then I 
don’t have to share that with 1,500 
other users.”
Faculty members, in general, 
haven’t been as affected as stu-
dents. Assistant Professor and 
Co-director of Choral Studies 
Stephen Sieck commented that his 
connection here is much better 
than at previous schools. Professor 
of Psychology and Henry Merritt 
Wriston Professor of the Social 
Sciences Peter Glick commented 
that his connection is “slow some-
times.” 
The discrepancy between fac-
ulty and staff opinions could be 
due to bandwidth shaping, which 
means that faculty get bandwidth 
priority during the day for maxi-
mum capabilities.
“As compared to other college 
systems I’m familiar with, the LU 
network speed and reliability is 
above average,” Damerow asserted.
An ITS staff member attrib-
uted bandwidth issues to the 
large freshman class. “It put a 
lot of strain on an already pret-
ty strained system.” Director of 
Information Technology Services 
Steven Armstrong explained in the 
Oct. 1 issue of The Lawrentian 
that these issues are also exacer-
bated due to increased high-defi-
nition requirements from sites like 
YouTube and Hulu.
“The whole network isn’t very 
well put-together,” the staff mem-
ber continued, explaining that 
Lawrence’s initial installation of 
the wireless network was a learn-
ing process for the person who 
set it up.
Students shouldn’t hold their 
breath for a better connection, 
because improvements are not at 
the top of administration’s list of 
priorities. Other projects, like web-
mail upgrades and the Buchanan-
Kiewit Wellness Center renova-
tions, have come first. Plus, one 
staff member observed, too few 
students have complained vehe-
mently enough.
Maija Anstine
Staff  Writer
Slow Internet speeds continue to affect academic life at Lawrence 
support.”
The third component of 
the Paul and Katherine trust 
will go to improving campus 
residence halls. Specifically, 
there are plans to improve 
facilities in Plantz and Trever 
halls. 
“Last year there were 
some conversations about 
improving the bathrooms in 
Plantz and Trever and those 
conversations will pick up 
again very quickly,” com-
mented Beck. “And we hope 
next summer to actually 
accomplish those improve-
ments. If we are successful in 
accomplishing those renova-
tions, that’s a lot of students 
who will have newer, cleaner, 
fresher and more pleasant 
daily living on campus.”
Dukelow urges students 
to keep the Schmidts’ gener-
osity in mind as they enjoy 
their years at Lawrence.
Said Dukelow, “Paul 
and Katherine Schmidt had 
such a special place in their 
hearts for Lawrence that they 
included Lawrence University 
in this trust they created and 
now it’s going to provide 
scholarship aid and assis-
tance for students. Students 
need to think about how they 
want to help to give back to 
Lawrence University in the 
long run as well.”
Beck stated, “I am always 
impressed and sincerely 
touched by the memories that 
alumni have about their time 
at Lawrence and how much 
they reflect back at their 
years here. The gift from the 
Schmidts is one more remark-
able indication of how much 
Lawrence means in the lives 
of our students as they move 
through the rest of their lives. 
I’m deeply grateful to them.”
Donation
continued from page 1
American Sueño, a bilingual 
play performed at Harper Hall 
and presented by Teatro Milagro, 
marked the beginning of the Office 
of Multicultural Affairs’ obser-
vance of Gay, Lesbian, Bisexual and 
Transgender History Month. 
The OMA brought Teatro 
Milagro, an international theater 
company touring the United States, 
to Lawrence to perform the play 
Thursday, Oct. 14.
The OMA is known for its pro-
gramming and frequent events 
focused on strengthening identity 
and social respect, and “American 
Sueño” was no exception. 
Traditionally, Hispanic Heritage 
month is celebrated in September 
and GLBT History month is cel-
ebrated in October. The play 
addressed issues pertinent to 
members of both communities. 
Ormsby Residence Hall Director 
and Diversity Center Programs 
Coordinator Rose Wasielewski 
said, “Because September is 
Hispanic Heritage month, we were 
looking for a few events to cel-
ebrate that. American Sueño was 
not only an interesting bilingual 
play, but it focuses on many issues 
that Hispanic and Latino people 
face in America.” 
The play presented the lives 
of four GLBTQ individuals try-
ing to live the “American Dream,” 
striving for social acceptance and 
trying to understand their own 
identities. 
“American Sueño” was per-
meated by fast-paced dialogues 
in English and Spanish, original 
songs, Latino influence and open 
discussions about sexual orienta-
tions. Teatro Milagro’s produc-
tions take inspiration from global 
issues, but with “American Sueño,” 
the company based the characters 
on interviews with real-life indi-
viduals. 
“Their main message was to 
raise awareness about GLBT issues 
in the Hispanic and Latino commu-
nity, as well as a general message 
of acceptance of who you are and 
working towards understanding 
others as well,” said Wasielewski.
Pa Lee Moua, assistant dean of 
students for multicultural affairs, 
encourages more students and the 
Appleton community to come to 
OMA events because they create 
a broader awareness about differ-
ent issues and help people share 
similarities
“We try to program around 
topics that are real,” said Pa Lee, 
reinforcing that programs focus-
ing on diversity involve everyone 
and allow people to relate with 
each other. 
The next OMA event will be 
part of their Identity Forum Series 
and will be titled “Sex & Religion.” 
The forum will be held Monday, 
Nov. 15 in the Wriston Auditorium.
Rebecca Carvalho
Staff  Writer
OMA hosts “American Sueño” in honor of Hispanic and GLBT History Months
Photo by Alfred Guo
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2009-2010 Academic Year Course Action Violation Sanction Explanation
September-09 GOVT 140 sanctioning conference plagiarism Zero on assignment & F in course
Student plagiarized most of two case 
briefs
September-09 GOVT 140 sanctioning conference plagiarism Zero on assignment & F in course
Student plagiarized portion of group 
project (potentially jeopardizing other 
students)
September-09 GOVT 110 sanctioning conference plagiarism on exam
Zero on assignment & one 
letter grade reduction in 
course
Student copied 2 of 5 essay responses 
from Wikipedia
October-09 GEOL 110 hearing unauthorized collaboration
Zero on assignment & one 
letter grade reduction in 
course
Four students received extensive assis-
tance from someone who had had course
October-09 HIST 200 sanctioning conference plagiarism
Zero on assignment & one 
letter grade reduction in 
course
Student plagiarized two sentences verba-
tim but also took ideas without citation
October-09 MUEP 120 sanctioning conference unauthorized collaboration on final exam
Zero on assignment & one 
letter grade reduction in 
course
Three students  had similar errors on 
exam from web sourses
October-09 GEST 100 hearing plagiarism
Zero on assignment & one 
letter grade reduction in 
course
Student took parts of paper  verbatim 
uncited  from two web sites
November-09 FRST I00 sanctioning conference plagiarism Zero on assignment & warning & education
Student took a few sentences uncited 
from internet source
November-09 FRST 100 sanctioning conference violation of assignment pa-rameters/plagiarism
Zero on assignment & two 
letter grade reduction in 
course
Student took structure, examples, some 
verbatim uncited from web site
November-09 FRST 100 sanctioning conference violation of assignment pa-rameters/plagiarism
Zero on assignment & one 
letter grade reduction in 
course
Student took ideas, examples uncited 
from web site
February-10 BIOL 391 sanctioning conference cheating on exam Zero on assignment & F in course
Student copied another student’s exam 
answers
March-10 ARHI 204 hearing plagiarism
Zero on assignment & one 
letter grade reduction in 
course & one-term suspen-
sion
Student took several uncited verbatim 
internet sources in paper; 2nd violation
March-10 LING 340 hearing: no violation but warning plagiarism No violation but warning
Two students seemed to have inappropri-
ately collaborated; insuficient evidence for 
violation as plagiarism
March-10 FRST 101 sacnctioning conference plagiarism
Zero on assignment & one 
letter grade reduction in 
course
Student copied sentences from several 
uncited internet sources
March-10 FRST 101 hearing: no violation unauthorized collaboration No violation
March-10 FRST 101 hearing: violation unauthorized collaboration Zero on assignment & F in course
Student plagiarized another student’s 
paper
April-10 FRST 101 sanctioning conference plagiarism on paper
Zero on assignment & one 
letter grade reduction in 
course & education
Student failed to properly cite sources  
April-10 FRST 101 sanctioning conference plagiarism on exam
Zero on assignment & one 
letter grade reduction in 
course
Student had inappropriate and incomplete 
citations on final exam
April-10 ARHI 200 hearning: viloation plagiarim
Zero on assignment & one 
letter grade reduction in 
course & separation
Student used uncited internet sources; 
3rd violation: president denied appeal
May-10 CHEM 104 sanctioning conference cheating on exam
Zero on assignment & one 
letter grade reduction in 
course
Student let another student copy from 
exam 
May-10 CHEM 104 sanctioning conference cheating on exam
Zero on assignment & two 
letter grade reduction in 
course
Student copied from another student’s 
exam 
June-10 BIOL 140 hearing: violation theft and plagiarism
Zero on assignment & F 
in course & immediate 
separation
Student stole paired student lab report 
and used paragraphs in his own
June-10 GOVT 270 sanctioning conference plagiarism Zero on assignment & F in course
Student took large portion of material in 
research paper from uncited Googled 
sources
June-10 ENG 150 sanctioning conference plagiarism Zero on assignment & F in course
Student used extensive uncitedmaterial 
from five Internet sources
In the graphic accompanying “Honor Council releases results of 2009-2010 hearings,” printed in the Oct. 15 edition of The Lawrentian, we inadvertently only printed the Fall 
term 2009-2010 Honor Code violations. 
We have printed the graphic in its entirety below. The Lawrentian apologizes for this omission.
Correction
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In lieu of the usual one-recipe 
format, this week seemed like 
the right time to talk about some 
super simple ideas for prepping 
foods for the long Wisconsin win-
ter. As an aspiring locavore, I’ve 
been doing my best to find ways 
to keep local produce as part of 
my diet even when there’s noth-
ing fresh to be had, but since 
we’re all students, I know many 
of us don’t have access to things 
like dehydrators. Even something 
like canning can seem a monu-
mental task when your kitchen is 
in a dorm basement.
So for this week, here are some 
really simple, fun and easy ways 
to think ahead and take respon-
sibility for our diets. I’ve tried to 
make these projects things I think 
are totally doable, even when liv-
ing in a dorm — you may have to 
store some stuff in the basement 
freezer, but just add an extra 
label with your name on it. 
Blanching and Freezing
Seems like a no-brainer, 
right? All sorts of veggies can be 
prepped this way: I’ve currently 
got things like green beans, brus-
sels sprouts, fresh “tongue of 
fire” beans and broccoli waiting 
for me in my freezer. True, I’m 
spending more on my produce 
now, but ultimately I’ll be saving 
money and feeling good about 
what I’m eating come January. 
Equipment you need:
a pot
a strainer
a medium to large mixing bowl
some freezer-safe Ziploc bags — 
something that will keep your 
food from becoming freezer 
burned. You can also double-
bag things if you don’t have the 
double-seal Ziploc bags handy.
Method:
Prep your veggie of choice — 
this includes washing and chop-
ping it into manageable pieces if 
you’re using broccoli, for exam-
ple.
Bring a pot of water to a boil. 
I like to add salt to mine — it 
goes faster, plus you’ve already 
started seasoning your veggies.
While you’re doing this, fill 
your mixing bowl with cold water 
and ice.
Dump the vegetable in the 
water and boil it for just a couple 
minutes — no more than three 
minutes should be perfect. Many 
of the things I’ve been blanch-
ing are green, so once they turn 
a darker or brighter color than 
before I know it’s been enough 
time.
Dump the vegetable into the 
strainer and then transfer them 
to the ice water.
Once they’ve cooled off, 
transfer them back to the strain-
er, then place the blanched veg-
etables in your Ziploc, bag, seal 
and place the bag in the freezer, 
laying it flat and spreading the 
veggies in a single layer — this 
helps avoid big, frozen veggie 
clumps later. 
Now your produce is ready 
to pull out later in the winter to 
be added to your recipes! It’s a 
lovely way to enjoy local flavors 
that may not be in season.
Jams, Butters and Sauces
Equipment you may need:
a pot or two
Tupperware and/or jam jars
Do you ever get an insa-
tiable craving for tomatoes in 
the dead of winter? I know I do. 
But of course they’re nowhere to 
be found and those mealy, pale 
excuses you see sitting bedrag-
gled and tired-looking in the gro-
cery store produce section are 
just not going to cut it. 
Solution? Make sometomato 
sauce in the summer or fall — 
it’s technically a little too late 
at this point, but you might still 
get lucky! — and freeze it for 
later. Obviously you can can the 
sauces, too, but if you’re afraid 
of accidentally poisoning your-
self or don’t have the time or 
resources, the freezer is your 
new best friend. 
And while we’re on the sub-
ject, don’t stop at tomatoes — 
make some jams! Make some 
fruit sauces and butters; apples 
are the best for this sort of thing. 
Not only does this make your 
fruit last longer in general, but 
you can save the jars of jam or 
containers of apple butter for the 
deep winter as well.
When making what my room-
mate and I have affectionate-
ly nicknamed “apple mess,” I 
like to add a splash of apple 
cider vinegar; agave, honey or 
maple syrup; cinnamon; nutmeg; 
orange zest and a pinch of salt 
to my chopped apples as I cook 
them down over medium heat. 
But don’t feel confined by those 
ingredients — it’s called apple 
mess for a reason. One helpful 
hint: if you leave in the skins 
and chop the apples whole — no 
core-ing! — you’ll get a lot more 
nutrients.
P.S. If you’re as much of a 
pesto addict as my mom and I 
are, freeze some in Tupperware 
and pull it out in February — it’s 
like a little bit of summer on 
your plate! Works as well as a 
SAD lamp, trust me.
I realize these are just two 
methods in about a zillion that 
can allow you to enjoy local fla-
vors the whole year round. But I 
know that often the process of 
localizing and simplifying our 
foods can seem daunting, and I 
hope that this article jump starts 
some new thinking for you and 
gives you some ideas to mull 
over.
Even though many of us at 
Lawrence are not yet living in 
houses or buying our own gro-
ceries, or even doing much of 
our own cooking, I hope these 
and other techniques can show 
you how easy taking responsibil-
ity for our diets can be. I know 
I’m learning new things every 
day and am just beginning my 
journey towards a true slow food 
lifestyle. 
Maybe take a day during this 
mid-term reading period to visit 
the farmer’s market, make some 
future-minded purchases, and 
try some new things — and keep 
an eye out for cooking and food 
prep workshops coming soon 
through the McCarthy Co-op and 
SLUG!
See you next week, and 
happy reading period!
From our kitchen to yours
by Anneliese Abney, chef
A lesson in food storage
TR: If you find yourself strand-
ed on Wisconsin Avenue with 
an empty stomach and it’s not a 
Monday, look for a ridiculously 
large red awning that spells out 
“India Darbar” and walk in. 
NI: Despite offering authentic cui-
sine from the Indian Subcontinent 
at a reasonable price, India Darbar 
does not get nearly as much press 
as its Northland Avenue cousin Sai 
Ram. A quick search of the word 
“Darbar” on the Lawrentian’s web-
site will yield zero results whereas 
Sai Ram has either been featured 
or mentioned in seven different 
articles, half as many times as any 
combination of the words “Taste,” 
“of” and “Thai” has appeared in 
this publication.
TR: I’ll admit that Darbar isn’t the 
first name that pops into my head 
when I think of curry-based dining 
options in the Fox Valley, but this 
place is worth a try even if you 
swear by Sai Ram’s Chicken Tikka 
Masala.
NI: The decor is kept modest and 
simple with white walls, plain tiled 
floors and tables and chairs litter-
ing an open space. There are no 
booths to slide into, no corners to 
keep your conversations private 
and no dim lighting to set the 
mood. 
TR: Well, to be fair, we went for 
lunch.
NI: Yes, but at Sai Ram you’d be 
hard pressed to tell the time of day 
without finding a window and even 
then you’d be surprised at how 
little light there is given that there 
are so many windows. 
TR: The paintings hanging on the 
walls at Darbar are beautiful and 
ornate themselves but not as large 
or colorful as the ones along Sai 
Ram’s walls. There are no sarees 
to drape the ceilings either, one of 
the many things I liked about Sai 
Ram when I first visited. They do 
have a television in the corner that 
broadcasts Indian channels via sat-
ellite where Shahrukh Khan kept 
popping up in one dance number 
after another. 
NI: You can’t spell India without 
“Shahrukh” — but I digress. Darbar 
makes no bones about it: You’re 
here to eat. At the buffet line 
there’s even an Indian flag hanging 
next to an American one. Yep, it’s 
that simple. 
TR: Thankfully, we found the food 
here to be very good with a wide 
selection of dishes at the buffet 
line. They had a healthy number of 
vegetarian items but left enough to 
satisfy meat lovers as well. I don’t 
remember the last time I saw fish 
in an Indian buffet line either. 
NI: The fish pakoras, pieces of 
deep fried fish marinated in 
yogurt, lemon juice and chickpea 
batter were soft, tangy and deli-
cious. The vegetable pakoras were 
no slouch in the taste department 
either. 
TR: I had a helping of their veg-
etable fried rice, cooked with peas 
and carrots to a bright yellow, 
with their mutter paneer. The pan-
eer was a bit tougher to chew 
and the curry wasn’t as thick as 
I normally like but otherwise it 
was quite good. I slid down to 
the corner where they had a nice 
variety of relish and dressings. 
I poured raita, a mix of lightly 
chilled yogurt and chopped veg-
etables, onto everything. 
NI: I had raita too and I tried their 
mirchi achar, made with hot chili 
peppers and seeds soaked in oil. 
It was appropriately tangy but not 
as spicy as I had hoped. I also had 
some of their cabbage masala and 
daal tarka, which were both very 
good I’m sure, but at that point my 
pakoras and rice had soaked up 
the eclectic mix of juices that had 
been stewing on my plate. 
TR: After we went back for sec-
onds, we had some of their des-
sert. The gulab jamuns were deli-
ciously juicy and sweet but the 
mango ice cream easily trumped 
anything that made its way into my 
mouth that afternoon
NI: I would have to agree. I enjoy 
Sai Ram’s soft serve mango ice 
cream but this had more flavor.
TR: It’s impossible not to compare 
India Darbar to Sai Ram when 
you’re trolling the restaurants of 
Appleton for Indian food.
NI: Sai Ram offers a fusion of 
North and South Indian cuisine 
but their dishes are mostly North 
Indian while Darbar serves North 
Indian delicacies almost exclusive-
ly. Their lunch buffets fall into a 
similar price range and they are 
both closed on Mondays. It is hard 
to choose between the two but 
they are both great choices for an 
afternoon out with friends.
TR: Agreed. If you are in the mood 
for some Indian food, dear read-
er, and have grown tired of the 
popular choice in town, try India 
Darbar. It may surprise you.
Domestic Gourmands: India Darbar’s lunch buffet
Naveed Islam and Tasmia Rahman
Features Editor and for The Lawrentian
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Lawrence University’s Office 
of Multicultural Affairs challenges 
students to “Diversify Your Mind” 
with events meant to engage, 
entertain and educate the campus 
community on issues concerning 
diversity. 
“We are offering a wide vari-
ety of activities for students to 
participate in,” said Assistant 
Dean of Students for Multicultural 
Affairs Pa Lee Moua. “They are 
all great opportunities to broaden 
your perspective and become more 
involved in dealing with and aware 
of these issues.” 
In this year’s series, OMA is 
collaborating with the campus life 
staff, academic departments and 
various groups in the Appleton 
community to host forums, invite 
speakers, listen to music and sam-
ple cuisine from around the world.
OMA has been active for over 
10 years, opening its doors in the 
‘90s with a small part-time staff 
that worked out of one office. 
“The campus evolved greatly over 
the years and so did Lawrence’s 
student population,” noted 
Ormsby Residence Hall Director 
and Diversity Center Programs 
Coordinator Rose Wasielewski.
Continued Wasielewski, “Issues 
of culture, ethnicity and sexual ori-
entation became more relevant in a 
more diverse student body. We’re 
still in one office but it’s a much 
bigger operation now.”
The Multicultural Affairs office, 
located in the Diversity Center on 
207 S. Meade Street, hosted its 
first Open House Ice Cream Social 
Sept. 16 as part of the “Diversify 
Your Mind” series and introduced 
students to the various resources 
they have available — including 
meeting rooms, books and films 
on diversity issues and a Nintendo 
Wii. 
The Community Connections 
Fair, held in the Esch Hurvis 
Room Sept. 22, provided stu-
dents with an opportunity to meet 
Appletonians engaged in commu-
nity development. Representatives 
from Harmony Café, the Boys and 
Girls Club, Harbor House and the 
Appleton Mayor’s Office were 
eager to reach out to students 
and collaborate with groups on 
campus. 
The OMA staff will continue 
to support student clubs and 
organizations in planning events 
throughout the year. “We have a 
student worker who is in touch 
with the clubs and groups on cam-
pus,” said Moua. “Our office is 
very much connected with student 
organizations as well as with mem-
bers of the Appleton community.”
The staff members encourage 
students to use OMA to help publi-
cize on a bigger scale and to form 
partnerships with organizations 
outside of the Lawrence bubble.
In addition to helping stu-
dents get better acquainted with 
resources on and off-campus, the 
“Diversify Your Mind” series has 
included events that celebrated 
cultural diversity. 
The Office of Multicultural 
Affairs partnered with the 
Conservatory of Music to present 
New York’s Near Eastern Music 
Ensemble as part of the World 
Music Series. The group, comprised 
of musicians from around the Arab 
world, performed an eclectic rep-
ertoire of Near Eastern music at 
Harper Hall Sept. 27.
Nationally-acclaimed spoken-
word artist Ise Lyfe performed 
“Who’s Krazy?” a one-man play 
that follows the life of a market-
ing executive named Milton Victor 
who sells poisonous substances 
to African-Americans. The show 
that garnered raved reviews when 
it first premiered at the National 
Black Theater Festival in 2007 was 
well attended by members of the 
Lawrence community. 
Students, faculty and staff 
celebrated Hispanic Heritage 
Month Oct. 6 with dinner at the 
Diversity Center featuring authen-
tic Hispanic dishes. The festivities 
continued with “American Suenõ,” 
a play from the international tour-
ing company Teatro Milagro, about 
the difficulties of attaining the 
American dream. 
Fall term will conclude with 
a celebration of Native American 
Heritage month and the Identity 
Forum Series. The first, called 
“Digging In,” was held Oct. 18 
and focused specifically on the 
different meanings of the term 
“diversity.”
“We are aiming for a more 
casual talk rather than a formal 
discussion of these issues in the 
Identity Forum Series,” said Moua. 
“The speakers will bring their dif-
ferent backgrounds and perspec-
tives to the topic and be able to 
connect with those in attendance.” 
The second forum will be held 
Nov. 15 at the Wriston Auditorium 
and will focus on topics concern-
ing sex and religion
“The format of a series lays 
things out for people and makes 
the topics accessible to students 
who attend,” said Wasielewski. 
“Our upcoming Sex/Religion 
forum will features students and 
staff sharing personal stories so 
it’s a chance for everyone to talk 
and have a real discussion about 
these issues.”
OMA encourages students to 
attend their events, as prizes are 
OMA aims to broaden horizons with “Diversify Your Mind” series
Naveed Islam
Features Editor
Although the Muslim Student 
Association is one of the youngest 
groups on campus — in its current 
incarnation, that is — it is also 
probably one of the most active, 
especially since the start of the 
2010-11 academic year.
After a hiatus of a few years, 
MSA re-formed in fall 2009 shortly 
after Eid-ul-Fitr, the Muslim holi-
day marking the end of the month 
of Ramadan.
But the MSA is not exclusively 
a religious organization. Its mem-
bers hail from all over the world, 
and come from a wide variety 
of religious and cultural back-
grounds. Some are very observant 
of Muslim religious practices, but 
others less so. Indeed, in diversity 
of membership, the MSA parallels 
many other student organizations 
on the Lawrence campus.
“The MSA is not strictly a 
religious organization. We have 
members who come from different 
parts of the world, with differ-
ent faiths and belief systems, who 
wish to learn more about Islam 
and who support our activities,” 
said MSA President Naveed Islam 
‘11.
In addition to its role as a 
religious and cultural community 
for members, the MSA is serious 
about acting as an ambassador and 
educator for the wider Lawrence 
campus. 
“Educating the Lawrence com-
munity and clearing any miscon-
ceptions about Islam that may 
exist is certainly a part of our 
mission here as an active student 
organization on campus, but it 
is not our only goal,” explained 
Islam.
At the very beginning of the 
term, MSA organized an Eid din-
ner at the International House. 
MSA members prepared tradi-
tional foods and welcomed guests 
with great hospitality. This writer 
remembers a house packed with 
students, faculty, staff and even 
small children, all enjoying the 
warm atmosphere.
On a more serious note, the Eid 
dinner also served as an informal 
fundraiser for flood relief efforts 
in Pakistan. Since then, this fund-
raising has become one of the 
MSA’s primary goals.
On Saturday, Oct. 2, MSA orga-
nized a cookout and concert to 
jumpstart flood relief fundraising. 
They continued with “Henna for 
Pakistan,” an Oct.15 workshop in 
the Warch Campus Center in which 
participants were given henna tat-
toos.
Many other student organiza-
tions have joined MSA in organi-
zation flood relief events. From 
Greek organizations to Amnesty 
International, SWAHP and Lambda 
Sigma, this has truly become a 
campus-wide effort. In addition, 
the MSA has begun working with 
Harmony Café on the possibility of 
future events such as an open-mic 
fundraising night and a silent auc-
tion in January.
One of MSA’s ongoing proj-
ects has been a collaborative effort 
with Bon Appétit dining services 
to provide a Halal meat option in 
Andrew Commons. “Halal,” mean-
ing a practice deemed permissible 
according to Islamic law, refers to 
a method of food preparation — 
similar to the “Kosher” designation 
in Judaism — in which the slaugh-
ter and preparation of animals is 
strictly regulated.
“Bon Appétit had already done 
research on providing a Halal meat 
option before we approached them 
and were eager to cooperate with 
us and try this out,” said Islam.
For those Lawrence students 
who do follow Islamic dietary 
law, Bon Appétit now offers Halal 
meats every other week in the 
“global” line.
In the near future, MSA hopes 
to start bringing speakers to cam-
pus, especially those who can 
speak to the Muslim-American 
experience, or the experience of 
women in the Muslim community. 
The MSA will also begin organizing 
weekly or bi-weekly trips to the 
Islamic Center of Wisconsin — just 
a short drive away — in the near 
future.
Long-term plans include a pos-
sible mentoring program involving 
Muslim youth in the surrounding 
community. “Lawrence students 
can act as mentors, so Muslim 
youth in Appleton know what it is 
like to live in college,” said mem-
ber Aimen Khan ‘13.
The Muslim Student 
Association meets bi-weekly on 
Tuesdays at 9 p.m., usually in 
the Kraemer room in the Warch 
Campus Center. Feel free to stop 
by!
Muslim Student Association 
concludes a busy first year
David Rubin
Associate Features Editor
See Diversify on page 6
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“Why don’t you go ask him?”
—Nate Grady
“I’d rather be eaten than carved.”
—Geneva Wrona 
“Why do you want to kill me?”
—Zach Hoffman 
If your 
pumpkin 
could talk, 
what would 
it say to 
you?
Photo poll by
Emily Owens
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Campus life malaise
According to practically every-
one, we are doomed. And by “we,” 
I mean humanities majors. And by 
“everyone,” I mean Stanley Fish in 
an Oct. 11 blog post on the New 
York Times website. In this column, 
Fish, a professor of humanities 
and law at Florida International 
University in Miami, wrote about 
SUNY Albany and its decision to 
cut the Russian, Italian, French, 
classics and theater programs.
Fish cites the lack of gener-
al education requirements as a 
contributor to the dearth of stu-
dents enrolled in the courses that 
these departments offer. In previ-
ous decades, students at colleges 
had many more requirements that 
were thought to produce a more 
well-rounded student — one that 
could both count and read.
We still have general educa-
tion requirements at Lawrence, 
although I hear that they become 
more relaxed with each passing 
year. And I can imagine a college 
at which some departments will 
become obsolete because admin-
istrators are not marking them as 
significant anymore.
Here, we do not necessarily 
have problems with enrollment in 
courses, but what we do have is 
an overwhelming pressure to suc-
ceed after college. Family members 
incessantly ask us what exactly 
we plan on doing with a liberal 
arts degree. How will we put it to 
good use?
I used to be exasperated by 
these questions, explaining that I 
was in school to learn and not to 
be trained to make money, which 
in a sense is still true — but I think 
that maybe I will need to make 
money, and my familiarity with 
Shakespeare’s “Hamlet” or Fritz 
Lang’s “M” is not going to cut it, 
really.
Few people hiring me will 
see my distribution requirements 
filled as a sign of how well-round-
ed I am, and how integral I would 
be to whatever it is that they are 
doing.
Often, we counterattack. 
Questions about our marketability 
as employees don’t make sense 
when we’ve already made the deci-
sion to attend a teeny liberal arts 
college on what sometimes feels to 
be the edge of the universe. And so 
we agree, it’s a decision we made 
and one we will have to live with. 
Something that cannot be undone.
Doesn’t that sort of thinking 
support Fish’s argument that even 
the people who contend that the 
humanities are important for pro-
ducing well-rounded employees 
don’t believe their own arguments?
Fish equates the loss of these 
five programs at a state school in 
New York with a profound shift 
in the way we value culture, rec-
ommending that we “proclaim 
the value of liberal arts education 
loudly and often and at least try 
to make the powers that be under-
stand what is being lost when 
traditions of culture and art that 
have been vital for hundreds and 
even thousands of years disappear 
from the academic scene.”
Instead, we shrug our shoul-
ders. We make Facebook groups 
with titles such as “I majored in 
English and will live in a box.”
By placing a higher value on 
our job prospects than on our 
educations, we are cannibalizing 
our own interests. We are expos-
ing cracks that lawmakers and the 
general public can use to deem our 
majors unnecessary, unproductive 
and expendable. We need to show 
people that our degrees are not a 
waste of time to us because they 
are, in fact, integral to the work-
ings of our society.
Magdalena Waz
Columnist
Fish out of water
There is a growing malaise that 
permeates campus life that was 
not present in years past. It’s as 
if there’s always someone behind 
you, reminding, “Hey, this isn’t the 
real world. Yes, you’re an ‘adult,’ 
but just remember that you’re an 
adult on our terms. Social life 
is a privilege. Academics are the 
purpose.”
It is true that academics are 
the reason that most people come 
to a university. I know that I would 
have never considered Lawrence if 
I wasn’t sure that I would receive 
a top-notch academic experience. 
And, as a senior, I know that I have 
had an academic experience that 
has been fulfilling in a way that I 
couldn’t have imagined as I walked 
across the stage at my high school 
graduation.
But as the class of 2011 takes 
its final lap, there seems to be 
something missing from Lawrence 
that I can’t quite put my thumb 
on. I know that those of us who 
entered Lawrence in 2007 see a 
much different campus than when 
we first began our foray into the 
world of liberal arts.
This is not necessarily a bad 
thing. No longer do we have to 
deal with endless construction, the 
woes of Downer, or those bright 
orange hockey sticks outside of 
Wriston. We now have an all-access 
pass to the wonderful world of 
conference rooms, corner stores 
and bagel sandwiches made to 
order. And I’ll be damned if those 
sandwiches aren’t delicious.
Despite all of these new things, 
there still persists a sense of 
regression. We’ve been given all of 
this awesome stuff, and yet it lacks 
a feeling of history or purpose. 
The campus center is indeed 
central in the sense that it contains 
services that are essential to the 
daily life of students. Mail? Food? 
Meetings? It’s all there. And while 
I do appreciate the convenience 
and aesthetics of the Warch, I 
ultimately have no real feelings 
for the place. A visit to the Warch 
is about as compelling as a visit 
to the bank. You enter with an 
agenda and leave about 50 percent 
satisfied.
This frustration has only been 
compounded by the increased 
enforcement of university policy 
regarding social gatherings in for-
mal group houses. In years past, 
there always seemed to be an air 
of respect between the adminis-
tration and the leaders of groups 
given the privilege to live in a 
house together.
Students who lived in houses 
could have gatherings and expect 
security and administration to be 
both trusting and understanding. 
Now, security diligently records 
any infractions and administration 
promptly follows up, noting, “This 
behavior needs to be changed.” 
The administration no longer 
understands how sacred the spac-
es of the formal group houses are. 
They do not realize that houses 
provide students with distinct sets 
of dynamics and culture that are 
fundamental to true campus life. 
It seems that they no longer feel 
that students are truly capable of 
governing their own living spaces.
Sure, common rooms in hous-
es are considered “public areas,” 
but the administration should 
acknowledge that these areas are 
under the control of groups who, 
in addition to all of the activi-
ties and events they provide, can 
handle having some beer in their 
living room without waiting three 
days for approval. 
Lawrence has always been a 
place of both academic and per-
sonal enrichment. I do understand 
that personal enrichment consti-
tutes much more than a good 
house party, but I cannot down-
play what a positive experience 
many of the vibrant, impulsive and 
ultimately releasing social gather-
ings have been in my time as a 
student.
Formal group houses are the 
forums for these gatherings, and 
a springboard dance floor on the 
second level of the campus center 
can never replace these interac-
tions. 
So, as that voice behind you 
constantly reminds, “This isn’t the 
real world. You’re an adult on 
our terms and academics are your 
purpose,” remember that this is 
the real world and that academics 
are not your only purpose. You are 
an adult on your own terms and 
you should experience culture out-
side of the homogenous version 
promoted by this campus. While 
I do love a quiet night, I think it’s 
time we started meeting each other 
outside of tea and homework at 
the café.
Ben Levine
for The Lawrentian
STAFF EDITORIAL
At this halfway point in the term, students and faculty are receiving a well-deserved break. In 
anticipation of fall term’s crowded final weeks, we hope that Lawrentians use this time to make 
arrangements for the upcoming winter recess.
The six-week period affords students the opportunity to participate in university program-
ming or independent projects to further their academic enrichment outside the classroom.
For freshmen, after the initial trimester at college, the break allows for ample reflection and 
preparation for years ahead. For upperclassmen, the break allows for visits to graduate schools, 
interviews, independent research and the development of applications and capstones. 
Last year’s debut of the revised six-week break resulted in many successes. For example, a 
group of faculty and students took a three-week research trip to southern China to study water 
resource management. Additionally, the Career Center orchestrated “Shadow Chicago,” a program 
that paired students with alumni working in their fields to facilitate professional networking.
This year, we encourage students to explore winter programming offered by the university. 
The six-week break can add to the experience of individualized learning as it offers students flex-
ibility and the freedom to further pursue academic and creative interests.
As these activities require substantial planning and potentially require funding, we recom-
mend all students speak with their advisors and other faculty soon regarding advantageous uses 
of this new feature of the Lawrence education.
Planning ahead for winter break
being offered to students who 
went to all 10 including $100 in 
cash and gift cards to Best Buy, 
Toppers, Erbert’s & Gerbert’s and 
Harmony Café.
Participants are required 
to bring their pamphlets to the 
“Diversify Your Mind” social 
with the event checklist stamped 
in order to qualify for the raf-
fle drawing. If you don’t have 
enough stamps, OMA encour-
ages you to try again next term.
Diversify
continued from page 5
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The opinions expressed in 
these editorials are those 
of  the students, faculty 
and community members 
who submitted them. All 
facts are as provided by 
the authors. The Lawrentian 
does not endorse any opin-
ions piece except for the 
staff  editorial, which repre-
sents a majority of  the edi-
torial board. The Lawrentian 
welcomes everyone to 
submit their own opinions 
using the parameters out-
lined in the masthead.
“I have a long stem.”
—Eli Hungerford 
“Boo!”
—Lawton Hall 
“Please be gentle!”
—Christina Martinez
“You light a fire inside me."
— Katie Kasper 
Lawrence University has been 
changing its calendar in recent 
years. Last year we experienced an 
extended December break, which 
we will have the opportunity to 
love or hate again this year.
But this fall, as students began 
to make travel plans to go home 
over breaks, they may have real-
ized something else has changed.
Reading period before finals 
has been cut to fewer days — or 
just moved to the weekend. The 
number of days reserved for finals 
has been reduced from four to 
three. We will now have the oppor-
tunity to take finals on Saturdays 
and Sundays.
Students will note that the two-
day reading period before finals 
this November includes a Saturday. 
In March we only have one day for 
reading period, a Thursday, and in 
May we have three days, Saturday 
through Monday, but only because 
of Memorial Day.
I do understand the appeal of 
all this. We start later in September 
than most schools but still don’t 
have school between Thanksgiving 
and New Year’s. And at the end 
of the year, we get kicked out 
June 3, much earlier than usual 
for Lawrence and much closer 
to the average college schedule. 
This calendar maximizes our vaca-
tion time, saves the school a little 
money and gives faculty time to do 
their research.
But these benefits are out-
weighed when you look at the 
potential repercussions.
I can understand the two-day 
reading period — it’s not com-
pletely new to this year. But what 
is new is that these two days 
include a Saturday, and I have 
exams on a Sunday. When am I 
supposed to de-stress, relax and 
pull it together to study?
In May, when our reading peri-
od is also a three-day weekend for 
the entire country, that’s a great 
time to study. Shouldn’t we be cel-
ebrating Memorial Day, honoring 
those who died fighting for us? No, 
we should be studying.
This spring we have one day to 
study before exams. We have class 
through Wednesday and finals 
start Friday. Good luck with that.
How is the university going to 
brag about the academic accom-
plishments of its students unless 
we have time to study? I know that 
a single day for studying is just not 
going to cut it.
And no, I’m not going to put 
off all my studying until that one 
day. But the whole point of read-
ing period is that I can just study. 
I have class during the week and 
commitments every weekend; 
reading period exists solely for us 
to study.
This whole one-day reading 
period would be more acceptable 
in my mind if we had exams on 
Friday, Monday and Tuesday. We’d 
have a weekend to study for the 
majority of our exams.
But that’s not how it works, of 
course. Our exams are the week-
end. And then we leave for spring 
break, which has been cut down 
by two days to accommodate our 
weekend exams.
I can complain about the calen-
dar forever, but what I think really 
needs to be taken into account is 
the academic repercussions of the 
changes. If the vacation time we 
gain is that essential, cut mid-term 
reading period by a day. I love my 
mid-term break just as much as 
everyone else, but I also love suc-
ceeding in my classes, which gets 
hard to do when you have no time 
to study.
When my mom asked me 
recently if I was going to vote 
absentee in the November elec-
tion in my home state of Illinois 
I hesitated, then asked, “What?” 
She explained that, on Election 
Day, if you are not in your home 
state, you can get an absentee bal-
lot to vote by mail. In this year’s 
mid-term elections, every seat in 
the House of Representatives is at 
stake. Many senators, governors 
and state and local officials are 
also running.
My mom told me she would 
send me an application for an 
absentee ballot as soon as possible 
and that I will be able to vote by 
mail, but the truth is I have no idea 
who to vote for. Until recently, I 
actually had no idea who was run-
ning — I now know that there is a 
very close race for Barack Obama’s 
senate seat and for governor.
“Vote for all of the Democrats” 
is what my mom told me. I will 
probably do just that, but isn’t 
it irresponsible of me to vote for 
candidates based on their party 
instead of researching the people 
who are running?
When we were growing up, all 
of us looked forward to that day 
when we would turn 18 and get 
to be an adult and do adult things 
such as getting tattoos or pierc-
ings, smoking and voting. When 
you get to college, though, it’s easy 
to forget about voting.
We will all pay attention to the 
presidential campaign in 2012, but 
too many of us forget that we still 
need to vote for Congress and in 
state and local elections between 
presidential elections.
The numbers bear this out. 
The percentage of young adults 
from the ages of 18 to 29 voting in 
the presidential election has risen 
since 1996, from about 40 percent 
to about 50 percent in 2008. This 
may seem low, but it was a good 
turnout by young adults compared 
to previous years. The percentage 
of young adults voting in the mid-
term elections, however, is much 
lower; in 2006 only about 25 per-
cent of young adults voted.
Why don’t we care as much 
about mid-term elections? 
Voters in general don’t seem 
to care as much. Only 48 percent 
of eligible voters voted in the 2006 
midterm elections, while 64 per-
cent of eligible voters voted in the 
2008 presidential election. There 
is typically less media coverage of 
midterm elections than presiden-
tial races. And there is the fact that 
you do not have a possible ruler 
of your nation running in the mid-
term elections that makes them 
less popular. So perhaps it doesn’t 
seem as important.
In fact, voting in midterm elec-
tions is vitally important because 
Congress has a huge impact on 
what goes on in all of our lives. 
Congress makes the laws, such as 
recent health care legislature — all 
of which have effects on us.
To put it bluntly: if you want 
Barack Obama to have an easier 
time passing his proposed laws, 
voting for Democrats in Congress 
will help him. If you don’t, then 
vote for the Republicans.
Not everyone associates him-
self or herself with the Democratic 
or Republican Parties, however, 
and there are plenty of Democrats 
and Republicans who do not agree 
with what the candidates of their 
party propose to do. There are 
many people who are a part of the 
Green Party, people who consider 
themselves libertarians and people 
who do not identify with any party. 
If you do not want to vote along 
party lines, then the solution is to 
research all of the candidates and 
find out if you agree with their 
policies or not.
And if you think about it, how 
hard is it to go on the Internet and 
research the candidates? It could 
take 20 minutes at the most. We 
cannot form our opinions of can-
didates based on what we see on 
television. Most of the campaign 
ads consist of candidates attacking 
others, not saying what their own 
values are or what they plan to do 
when they get to Congress.
So instead of just voting for 
the people who are aligned with a 
party, go research who is running 
in the midterm elections. Then go 
and vote. It’s easy. And it’s one way 
you can have an impact on your 
own future.
Elections: knowing your candidates and voting absentee
In the U.S., we spend a lot of 
time in politics complaining about 
one form of tax or another. But 
with a growing national deficit it 
may be time for us to think about 
the future of America and take one 
for following generations.
A radical idea, I know. The 
idea that tax cuts are great is 
as American as apple pie. The 
thought that we should consider 
raising taxes is against our history 
as a nation.
In 1765 and the subsequent 
years, thousands of Americans ral-
lied against the British Parliament 
and its Stamp Act, proclaiming, 
“No taxation without representa-
tion.”  This conflict was a major 
cause of the revolution the colo-
nists led against the British gov-
ernment.
Those tax issues were resolved 
over 200 years ago, but politicians 
have continued to carry the torch 
of low taxes for all. Senators will 
always pledge to ensure that our 
taxes stay low for their re-elec-
tions. Presidents are always glad to 
secure votes by bribing voters with 
tax cuts. The likes of Bush and 
Reagan will always be remembered 
for their liberally applied tax cuts.
But as of 2010, we’ve been 
at war in Afghanistan for nine 
years and in Iraq for seven years. 
Whether or not you agree with the 
wars, it is indisputable that they 
have contributed significantly to 
the deficit. President Obama has 
stated that the war in Iraq alone 
has consumed $1 trillion; CNN’s 
magazine Money has projected the 
costs as high as $3 trillion for both 
wars.
According to the United States 
Treasury, the current national debt 
is over $13 trillion and is growing 
daily. With the war in Afghanistan 
still raging, it seems that our cur-
rent national deficit can only get 
higher. Meanwhile, what is our cur-
rent government doing to combat 
this policy? Certainly not the most 
obvious approach — a simple raise 
in income taxes. Instead they’ve 
kept tax cuts in place that should 
never have been enacted while we 
were in a bull market. Tax cuts 
plus a war has never been a good 
idea economically.
As for tax rates, Americans 
don’t have a lot to complain about. 
Looking at the research done by 
KPMG, a consulting group that ana-
lyzed 83 different countries’ taxes, 
a clear picture is given. The United 
States is ranked 52nd on tax rates, 
meaning Americans are taxed sig-
nificantly less compared to their 
counterparts in other countries. A 
small increase in our taxes would 
allow us to combat the deficit 
more effectively.
We have to increase taxes if 
we want this deficit paid off for 
our children and for ourselves. 
This issue won’t just go away if 
we ignore it. The problem will only 
grow.
Deborah Levinson
for The Lawrentian
Calendar changes leave little room for studying
Anita Babbitt
for The Lawrentian
Taxes in America: raising taxes to counter national deficit
Alan Duff
for The Lawrentian
See Taxes on page 9
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Gorillaz have finally come to 
life. No longer do the musicians 
have to take a supporting role to 
the cartoon alter egos created by 
Damon Albarn and Jamie Hewlett 
in 1998. 
On the rarely touring band’s 
current tour, “Escape to Plastic 
Beach World Tour,” Albarn shares 
the stage with over 30 musicians, 
ranging from legendary soul singer 
Bobby Womack to Clash members 
Mick Jones and Paul Simonon.
Also joining Albarn on the 
tour is the hip-hop group De La 
Soul, various rappers, an eight-
piece Syrian ensemble, a horn sec-
tion and a string section. This is 
much different from the band’s 
past tours, in which the cartoon 
members took front and center 
with a smaller band playing behind 
a screen.
With “Plastic Beach,” Albarn 
has created his masterpiece. The 
album is a crowning achievement 
in the mixing of musical genres. 
Gorillaz has always been an experi-
mental band for Albarn, much dif-
ferent than Blur, his prominent 
Britpop band of the ‘90s. Gorillaz 
evidently has no boundaries, 
which is apparent listening to the 
new album: Where else can you 
hear songs featuring Snoop Dogg 
in addition to the great Lou Reed? 
With a diverse sound that 
appeals to a wide range of listen-
ers, “Plastic Beach” is sure to land 
on many year-end lists. The band 
returned Oct. 16 to Chicago’s UIC 
Pavilion for the first time since 
2002. 
This time around, the musi-
cians took front and center, with 
the cartoon band projected on 
a screen. The show began with 
Murdoc, the fictional band leader, 
lividly asking, “How much longer 
is this warm-up band gonna hog 
the stage?” For Gorillaz in 2010, 
the cartoon characters still play a 
part in the live show, but the real 
musicians have taken control.
The show was easily one of the 
most impressive I’ve seen. How 
Albarn is able to manage a group 
of over 30 musicians is baffling. 
The agile Albarn was all smiles 
throughout the show, and he made 
it a point to embrace nearly every 
musician that walked on stage. 
He also never stopped moving, no 
matter his part in a song. 
Featuring songs predominant-
ly from “Plastic Beach” and the 
band’s previous album, 2005’s 
“Demon Days,” the show had plen-
ty to like for Gorillaz fans. 
The set began with the orches-
tral intro to “Plastic Beach,” fol-
lowed by Snoop Dogg’s track 
“Welcome to the World of the 
Plastic Beach.” While not physically 
at the show, Snoop Dogg recorded 
a music video for the song, which 
was projected on the screen. It was 
a perfect way to set the tone for 
the show, introducing concertgo-
ers to the fictional world of the 
Plastic Beach. 
As the set progressed, older 
familiar tunes became prevalent, 
such as the ever-catchy “O Green 
World,” where Albarn chants “oh” 
repeatedly. By the end of the song, 
he had everyone in the crowd sing-
ing along with him. The hit song 
“DARE” was met with a wild round 
of applause as guest singer Rosie 
Wilson took over vocals. 
After finishing the set and 
waiting to return for an encore, 
the crowd chanted “Feel Good!” 
in anticipation of the band’s 
most popular track to date. As 
the band returned to the stage, 
Bobby Womack emerged to sing 
the softer “Cloud of Unknowing” 
from “Plastic Beach.” The crowd 
finally got what they wanted two 
songs later, with De La Soul taking 
to the stage. 
Albarn previously stated that 
“Plastic Beach” would be Gorillaz’s 
last album, but has recently 
retracted the statement. After 
attending this magnificent show, 
I can only hope that he continues 
with the band much further into 
the future. Even if the results are 
half as good, I’ll be there next time 
they come to town.
Micah Paisner
Staff  Writer
Damon Albarn brings the real-life Gorillaz to Chicago
Editor’s note: Lawrence’s choirs 
also performed an impressive con-
cert last weekend, but none of our 
writers could make it. We apologize 
for the lack of coverage of that 
concert.
After graduating 39 of its 
players last spring, the Lawrence 
Symphony Orchestra had some 
rebuilding to do. They got to revel 
in the fruits of their labor Saturday, 
Oct. 16. Performing two interpreta-
tions of Shakespeare’s “Romeo and 
Juliet” — one by Prokofiev, the 
other from Tchaikovsky — and 
closing out the show with a rendi-
tion of Copland’s “Hoe-Down,” this 
essentially new orchestra played 
with verve and tenacity. 
Professor of Music and Director 
of Orchestral Studies David Becker 
matched his player’s energy mea-
sure for measure, as did Professor 
of Theatre Arts and J. Thomas 
and Julie Esch Hurvis Professor 
of Theatre and Drama Timothy X. 
Troy and his wife Jacque Troy, who 
read excerpts from Shakespeare’s 
play, a unique touch that provided 
a concrete framework for the eve-
ning’s powerful music.
The pair opened the show 
with a recitation of the prologue 
to “Romeo and Juliet” and a few 
other excerpts developing the 
feud between the Capulets and the 
Montagues, the subject of the first 
selection from Prokofiev’s “Romeo 
and Juliet.” 
Though the excerpts were 
well read, Timothy and Jacque 
Troy seemed to have different 
approaches to the text at hand. 
Timothy Troy seemed more 
involved with each character he 
portrayed, whereas his wife typi-
cally assumed a more narrative 
role. However, Jacque Troy did 
become more involved with char-
acterization at certain moments, 
especially when portraying Juliet. 
The selections from Prokofiev’s 
“Romeo and Juliet” were, for me, 
hit-and-miss.
Though the orchestra’s playing 
was consistently artful, some of 
the sections simply lacked liveli-
ness. Beginning with a rendition 
of “The Montagues and Capulets” 
theme, with its sinister open-
ing dissonance and foreboding, 
march-like motif, made the pieces 
that followed it seem too dainty. 
“Juliet, The Young Girl” felt a bit 
hesitant in comparison. 
The “Friar Laurence” theme 
coalesced well with the reading 
that preceded it, keeping with 
the innocent tone established by 
Timothy Troy. The next section, 
“Romeo at Juliet’s Before Parting” 
was, again, lacking in vivacity but 
dabbled in a wide emotional pal-
ette. Finally, the concluding move-
ment, “Romeo at Juliet’s Grave,” 
was elegant and rather moving and 
showed off the orchestra’s warm, 
resonant blend.
Then, Timothy and Jacque 
Troy performed a montage of 
various scenes from “Romeo and 
Juliet,” mostly from the better-
known portions of the play. This 
established a broader perspective 
for Tchaikovsky’s “Romeo and 
Juliet Overture Fantasy,” which 
came next.
Though the infamous love 
theme was well played, the orches-
tra, yet again, seemed more ani-
mated during the overture’s dark-
er sections. Though Becker was 
relatively conservative in terms 
of dynamics throughout most 
of the evening, he let loose an 
unabashed fortissimo at the climax 
of Tchaikovsky’s interpretation of 
the feud between the Montagues 
and Capulets. It was a moment of 
striking gravity.
The performance of “Hoe-
Down” that followed was just as 
lively, and perhaps even faster 
than it had been performed at 
Kaleidoscope. However, the cha-
pel’s intimacy allowed for a better 
appreciation of the more subtle 
aspects of Copland’s composition, 
allowing the orchestra to convey 
the Americana feel of the piece. 
In the words of Becker, the LSO 
is just beginning to “rebuild…with 
the outstanding upperclassmen 
and new freshmen musicians.” Yet, 
the quality of their performance 
Saturday night was not that of 
a “new orchestra,” a sentiment 
echoed by the thunderous stand-
ing ovation and the satisfaction on 
each of the players’ face.
LSO kicks off the year in Shakespearian fashion
Justin Jones
Staff  Writer
Photo courtesy of Heather Kaplan
HELP THE ENV IRONMENT.
RECYCLE THIS NEWSPAPER!
Let’s just get this out there 
right away: Austin, Texas-based 
rock and roll band The Black have 
some old influences, musically 
speaking. 
The quartet — which features 
two former members of the indie 
poppers Voxtrot — just released a 
new full length, called “Sun In the 
Day Moon At Night.” The album’s 
10 tracks range from hard-charg-
ing, blues-influenced rock and 
roll reminiscent of the 1950s and 
1960s to sad-eyed country full of 
lingering pedal steel. 
Like any young band experi-
menting with a range of styles, 
some work and some just fall flat. 
Case in point: The Dylan-esque 
“Throwing Away” features some 
nice instrumental work all around 
and the necessary addition of a 
harmonica melody, but the two-
beat jumble of “Sun In the Day” 
just picks one energy level and 
stays there. The tune does feature 
some nice harmony work, but I 
can’t help thinking that they could 
have come up with a better chorus 
melody somehow. 
“Sun In the Day Moon At 
Night” isn’t a bad album by any 
means, though. “Freeway (Exiled)” 
opens the album with an unexpect-
ed bang, and you almost feel like 
you’re cruising down the 101 in a 
convertible with your pompadour-
sporting, Ray-Ban-wearing friends 
as you ditch school on a Friday. 
The album’s packaging looks great 
too; it’s surprising to find a tiny 
CD pop out instead of some long-
lost vinyl treasure. 
Much like the technique their 
parent band Voxtrot employed 
with guitars, The Black’s sound is 
mired in layers of reverb, to great 
effect. However, that ringing sound 
isn’t just limited to the guitars on 
“Sun In the Day Moon At Night”; 
practically everything rings. 
You can easily picture drum-
mer Matt Simon and bassist Jason 
Chronis laying down the hoe-
down-inducing opening to “Love 
Don’t Need A Reason” in some 
empty roadside bar long after clos-
ing time, thanks to the low-sheen 
production aesthetic running 
throughout the 10 tracks.
Some audiophiles may com-
plain about this lack of polish, 
but let’s face it: It would sound 
weird if the album’s saxophone-
featuring homage to the shuffle, 
“Casey Jones,” sounded like some 
over-produced Lady Gaga or Soulja 
Boy song. 
“Sun In the Day Moon At 
Night” isn’t a perfect record, but 
it’s a great start for this twang-lov-
ing Austin quartet. Despite their 
occasional missteps, it’s refresh-
ing to hear a band blend so many 
presently divergent strains of 
American music. Rock and roll and 
the blues and country and swing 
all have their established places, 
but hearing the ways these genres 
overlap and play off each other can 
be fascinating, which The Black 
reminds us of with “Sun In the Day 
Moon At Night.”
New in music: The Black’s “Sun 
In the Day Moon At Night”
Tom Pilcher
Arts & Entertainment Editor
Photo courtesy of The Black
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Nutty. That’s how Louis 
Steptoe describes himself. This 
enthusiastic violinist, conduc-
tor and teacher will be giving 
his senior recital Monday, Oct. 
25 at 8 p.m. in Harper Hall. 
Steptoe will be playing works by 
Beethoven and Dvorák, which 
is pretty typical for a violin 
recital. But also on the program 
is a work that displays Steptoe’s 
nutty side: “Ferdinand the Bull.” 
Solo violin and narrator will 
tell the popular children’s story 
written by Munro Leaf.
“The violin embodies the 
different characters, like the 
proud matador and carefree 
Ferdinand,” Steptoe explained. 
“My favorite is Ferdinand’s 
worrisome mother, a cow. It 
includes a lot of weird sounds 
that you normally don’t find 
in violin music. It’s just a fun 
piece.”
Playing music outside the 
realm of classical music isn’t 
new for Steptoe; he enjoys 
Celtic, bluegrass and jazz music. 
At Lawrence, he has played in a 
jazz combo, and last year he 
performed with the Lawrence 
University Jazz Ensemble, play-
ing a piece titled “Itsbynne 
Reel,” which combined elements 
of Celtic and jazz.
The inspiration to play vio-
lin came from Steptoe’s grand-
father, also named Louis. The 
younger Steptoe started playing 
piano at age six, but after one 
recital his mom suggested that 
he play violin because his grand-
father, also named Louis, was a 
jazz violinist. Young Louis was 
given his grandfather’s violin 
and he still plays on that instru-
ment today.
Steptoe definitely still 
enjoys playing classical music, 
though — especially with other 
people.
“The reason why I love 
music in general is playing in 
a group,” he said. “It’s so much 
fun.”
Chamber music is especially 
fun for Steptoe when he gets to 
play viola. He noted that this 
instrument is liberating for him, 
and not as scary as violin. The 
opportunity to make music on 
a more personal level than in 
a large orchestra is also very 
appealing to Steptoe.
However, his favorite play-
ing experiences are in orches-
tras. As a four-year member 
of the Lawrence Symphony 
Orchestra, Steptoe has taken 
on many roles including head 
librarian, assistant principal 
second violin and student assis-
tant conductor. He will be on 
the podium during his final 
LSO concert in May to conduct 
Glinka’s “Russlan and Ludmilla 
Overture.”
Steptoe, an instrumental 
music education major, has 
spent a lot of time studying con-
ducting with Professor of Music 
and Director of Orchestral 
Studies David Becker. This has 
been very inspiring for Steptoe 
as he aspires to teach at a 
high school level, and possibly 
beyond that someday.
“He has opened my eyes 
and ears to music,” Steptoe 
commented. “He has given me 
a behind-the-scenes look at 
an orchestra and helped me 
become prepared to go in front 
of any group and do a good job 
of communicating my musical 
ideas to the audience. He has 
taught me to be there for the 
orchestra and not for myself.” 
As nutty as he is, Steptoe 
undoubtedly has a strong pas-
sion for music and music edu-
cation. Come and check it out 
on Monday night in Harper Hall.
Artist Spotlight: Louis Steptoe
Andrew LaCombe
Staff  Writer
Photo by Mia Lerch
The Warch Campus Center 
Cinema was abuzz Sunday night 
Oct. 17, packed with students chat-
tering and munching popcorn. The 
occasion was not a showing of a 
cult classic or multimillion-dollar 
blockbuster, but the culmination 
of the Lawrence University Film 
Production Club’s second annual 
48 Hour Film Festival. In a caf-
feine-enabled gauntlet, six produc-
tion crews completed an array of 
short films that belied their rushed 
inceptions.  
Tom Coben, the LUFPC’s vice 
president, explained that “The 
rules are pretty simple: You get 
into teams, and each team has 
48 hours to write, shoot and edit 
a short film. At the beginning of 
the competition, each group is 
given a different random genre 
of film, a character and a prop 
to incorporate into their finished 
product.”  
“Each team also has a line 
of dialogue to include,” continued 
Coben. “This year, everyone had 
the same line of dialogue: ‘Who’s 
gonna take out the trash?’”  
Thankfully for participants, 
their frenzied production sched-
ule was sustained by contributions 
from the local joe-slingers at Aspen 
Coffee and Tea and the late-night 
favorite Muncheez Pizzeria.  
The resulting six films were 
not unaffected by the intense cir-
cumstances of their creation. Most 
noticeably, many of the contribu-
tions had visible campus locations. 
“LIMBS,” The action piece of the 
festival, was witty and fast-paced, 
and Hiett Hall featured promi-
nently, doubling as a hospital and 
bar. The mystery “The Woman in 
Black,” on the other hand, uti-
lized the Mudd Library as a setting 
for part of their P.I.’s investiga-
tion.  
Other films responded to the 
time crunch in different ways. 
“Blind Date,” the festival opener, 
stuck close to their theme and 
avoided complications. Their 
assigned prop, the toy car, was 
written off in an opening sequence, 
and the rest of the film was largely 
just one scene. 
‘Clown Romance’ proved to 
be a strong enough concept to 
carry the film without much flair. 
“Through the Eyes of a Rose,” on 
the other hand, utilized the rela-
tive lack of costumes and special 
effects to humorous effect, riffing 
on actor Karl Hailperin’s impro-
vised police costume.  
Undoubtedly the most polar-
izing piece was “You Don’t Know 
Shit: Ronald W. Reagan,” a moc-
kumentary stylized as a poorly-
researched piece on the late presi-
dent. The group took their film 
out of the Lawrence bubble, pro-
vocatively interviewing Appleton 
residents on College Avenue 
about “trickle-up,” Reagan’s best 
music album and the effective-
ness of “Reaganeconomics,” 
while vehemently maintaining an 
air of awkwardness and invok-
ing “BULLSEYE!” as a catchphrase. 
Some thought the piece was puer-
ile, while others enjoyed the black 
humor.  
Though the participants may 
have remained in bed since the 
festival, the results were com-
mendable. “There were some 
pretty impressive films this year, 
and many people worked very well 
under the pressure,” Coben said. 
“It can sometimes be difficult, but 
in the end everyone came up with 
some pretty creative stuff.”  
LUFPC runs one film festival 
per term, and meets on Mondays at 
8 p.m. in Science Hall 128.
48 Hour Film Festival packs the campus center cinema
Peter Boyle
Staff  Writer
Photo By Minh Nguyen
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FREAKY FAST DELIVERY!
APPLETON ~ 345 W. COLLEGE AVE. ~ 920.882.8470
APPLETON ~ 3420 E. CALUMET ST. ~ 920.882.7788
APPLETON ~ 4194 W. WISCONSIN AVE. ~ 920.830.1111
APPLETON ~ 2828 N. RICHMOND ST. ~ 920.882.2255
NEENAH ~ 911 TULLAR RD. ~ 920.886.9390
.
S U R E
M Y  S A N D W I C H E S
A R E  G O U R M E T .
B U T  T H E  O N L Y  T H I N G
A B O U T  M E
I S  T H E  W A Y  I
KISS
As a democratic nation and 
people, let’s look towards the 
future and exercise our rights. 
Vote for candidates based on 
their ideas, not simply because 
they will keep tax rates low. 
We’re going to have to pay for 
this deficit eventually, but we 
can try to avoid the interest.
Taxes
continued from page 7
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LET’S GO VIKES!
Football
 MWC  O'All
Ripon  5-1  6-1
Carroll  4-2  5-2
Grinnell  4-2  5-2
Illinois College  4-2  4-3
Monmouth  4-2  4-3
St. Norbert  4-2  4-3
Beloit  3-3  3-4
Knox  1-5  1-6
Lawrence  1-5  1-6
Lake Forest  0-6  0-7
Men’s soccer
    MWC  O'All
Ripon  7-1-0  10-5-1
Carroll  7-1-0  9-6-1
Grinnell  6-1-0  8-5-2
Lawrence  6-2-0  9-5-1
St. Norbert  4-4-0  6-10-0
Lake Forest  2-3-0  9-5-0
Beloit  1-5-0  6-8-0
Monmouth  1-5-0  2-11-0
Illinois College  1-6-0  3-13-0
Knox  0-7-0  2-13-1
Women’s soccer
 MWC O'All
Carroll  6-1-0  10-5-0
St. Norbert  6-2-0  7-7-1
Lawrence  5-2-1  6-7-1
Lake Forest  4-1-0  8-5-0
Grinnell  4-3-0  6-9-0
Monmouth  3-2-1  7-5-3
Ripon  3-4-0  4-12-0
Knox  1-6-0  6-10-0
Beloit  0-5-1  3-10-1
Illinois College  0-6-1  2-11-2
Volleyball
 MWC O’All
Monmouth  6-0  17-8
St. Norbert  3-1  18-7
Lake Forest  5-2  12-13
Beloit  4-2  14-9
Grinnell  4-2  10-11
Carroll  2-3  15-9
Ripon  2-3  11-16
Illinois College  2-5  6-15
Lawrence  1-4  10-14
Knox  0-7  5-16
Statistics are courtesy of 
www.lawrence.edu and www.
midwestconference.org
and are current as of
October 20, 2010.
Lawrence University
Standings
Last weekend, the Viking 
women’s tennis team trav-
eled to Madison to compete in 
the 2010 Midwest Conference 
Championships.
In the doubles competition, 
junior captain Beth Larson and 
sophomore Jennifer Roesch defeat-
ed the team of Nonie Carson and 
Melika Celebic from Lake Forest 
College to claim the conference 
title at No. 1 doubles.
Individually, Larson took sec-
ond place in the No. 1 singles com-
petition, crushing Kristen Havelka 
from Illinois College and Toby Cain 
from Grinnell to make it to the 
finals before losing a close match 
7-5, 6-4 to Celebic. 
Freshman Carla Schmidt also 
pulled out a second place finish 
in the No. 4 singles competition to 
help boost the Vikings team score. 
Overall, the women’s tennis team 
ended up finishing fourth in the 
tournament.
When asked to comment on the 
outcome of the weekend, Larson 
noted, “Everyone put everything 
they had into all of their matches, 
so I feel like it went really well!” 
This marks the conclusion of 
the 2010 Lawrence women’s tennis 
season. The Vikings will say good-
bye to seniors Greta Elsass and 
Elizabeth Byers, but with such a 
young team, this group expects to 
challenge for the conference title 
in years to come.
Women’s tennis takes fourth at MWC Tournament 
Beth Larsen
Staff  Writer
The Lawrence University 
men’s soccer team walked away 
from this weekend’s homestand 
against Monmouth and Illinois 
College with two wins, leaving 
them in great position to secure 
a spot in the Midwest Conference 
tournament, which they did on 
Wednesday night with a huge vic-
tory over St. Norbert.
The Monmouth College 
Scots (2-11-0, 1-5-0 MWC) were 
ambushed by the Vikings’ offen-
sive attack in the first half of 
Saturday’s game. Senior Jared 
Padway started the scoring with a 
goal in the 10th minute off of an 
excellent pass from junior Stephen 
Exarhos. 
Soon after that, senior Andrew 
King hit a one-timer off a desper-
ate clearance by Monmouth goal-
keeper Frank Bowman, sending the 
ball sailing over his head and into 
the net in the 31st minute. Barely 
three minutes later, sophomore 
Hashim Allah-Morad caught the 
keeper off his line and lofted a free 
kick into the back of the net from 
40 yards. 
The Vikings coasted for the 
remaining 50 minutes of the game, 
which ended in an easy 3-0 victory.
The scoring continued on 
Sunday as the Blueboys of Illinois 
College faced the Vikings for the 
home team’s Senior Day. 
Freshman outside midfielder 
Joe Cullen scored his first col-
legiate goal in the fifth minute, 
with sophomore David Caprile and 
senior Paul Senner being credited 
with assists. Just 11 minutes later, 
Exarhos headed a lofted ball into 
the side netting off of a free kick 
by Allah-Morad.
However, the Viking’s defense 
was exposed on a breakaway in the 
44th minute as Chance Vohlken 
scored to bring the score to 2-1. 
The Blueboys struck again shortly 
after the half, with Jeremy Moore 
blasting a shot past senior goal-
keeper Andrew Finley’s fingertips 
off a pass from Corey Marin.
The final 35 minutes of the 
game favored Lawrence, but none 
of the Vikings’ chances found their 
way into the back of the net, forc-
ing the game into extra time.
In the fourth minute of over-
time, Exarhos scored a left-footed 
goal off a pass from sophomore 
Karl Mayer, giving the Vikings a 
golden-goal victory in extra time.
On Wednesday evening, the 
Vikings traveled to take on the 
St. Norbert College Green Knights 
with the opportunity to clinch a 
spot in the four-team conference 
tournament.
The Vikings came out strong, 
and put up two scores in the 
first half. The first score came 
off a penalty kick by Caprile after 
St. Norbert’s goalie went through 
Senner to try to get the ball. Later 
in the half, Padway blasted a 
brilliantly placed finish into the 
top right corner of the net after 
Cullen’s free kick popped out to 
him on the top of the box. 
Freshman keeper Steven 
Solomon had a great game in net 
for the Vikings, saving a penalty 
in the second half to preserve 
the Lawrence lead.  The 2-1 win 
clinched a berth in the conference 
tournament for the Vikings.
For his efforts in both games 
over the weekend, Exarhos was 
named Offensive Player of the 
Week by the Midwest Conference 
coaches. His weekend efforts 
brought his totals to three goals 
and five assists on the year.
The Vikings currently sit in 
fourth place in the conference and 
hold a 6-2 conference record.
The team will take a well-
deserved break before playing at 
conference-leaders Ripon and at 
home against non-conference foes 
UW-Superior next weekend.
Erik Borresen
Staff  Writer
Men’s soccer clinches tournament berth
Photo courtesy of Paul Wilke
Senior captain Jared Padway scored two goals in the past three games.
The Lawrence University vol-
leyball team came out hot last 
Wednesday, but cooled off quickly 
and dropped a conference match 
to Ripon.
The Vikings looked like the 
team to beat in the first game, 
winning 25-23. Unfortunately for 
the Vikings, it was all downhill 
from there. Lawrence dropped the 
next three games to the Red Hawks 
25-16, 25-19, 26-24.
Lawrence did not give up in 
the match, battling hard in the 
fourth and final set after losing 
the previous two. It would have 
been easy to accept defeat, but the 
Vikings fought to force a 50-point 
final game.
Lawrence (10-13, 1-3 MWC) was 
paced by junior Clare Bohrer, who 
was the only Viking to have a dou-
ble-digit number of kills with 10. 
Sophomore Shannon McLain was 
close behind with nine. Freshman 
Kathleen Rowland had 28 digs in 
the losing effort.
It would take an incredible 
team effort in the last couple weeks 
of the season to advance to the 
Midwest Conference Tournament. 
Lawrence currently stands in sec-
ond to last place in the conference 
with a 1-3 record. 
Lake Forest currently holds 
the final tournament spot with a 
record of 4-2 in conference.
Lawrence faced St. Norbert on 
Tuesday and will host a pair of con-
ference games versus Monmouth 
and Illinois College this weekend.
Jon Mays
Staff  Writer
Ripon tops Lawrence volleyball in four sets
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What is the biggest 
change between high 
school and college ten-
nis?
There is definite-
ly more competition 
amongst the colleges. 
The players on the team 
are much more seri-
ous and really want to 
improve. Each member 
is willing to do what 
they can to help the 
team as a whole. Also, 
the team is more of a 
family, which has made 
the transition from high 
school to college tennis 
much easier.
Who is your favorite 
professional player and why?
RAFA! Need I say more?
How did you prepare for conference?
As a team we began to practice indoors to become accus-
tomed to the change from outdoors. We also went for yoga 
and pilates regularly to relieve stress and prevent injuries. I 
personally felt there was a lot of team support and enthusiasm, 
which kept me going.
What are you going to do in the offseason to prepare for 
next year?
During the offseason, we will plan captain practices and 
cross training.
What was your favorite memory from this season?
Dancing to techno at the gas station, Coach singing to Avril 
Lavigne or Ke$ha and many nights watching the US Open.
by Alyssa Onan
Athletes of the week
What was the hardest part about this tennis season?
I just had knee surgery in May, so I’ve been working super 
hard to get back into shape. Trying to stay healthy and getting 
my game back — while also trying to reach the next level — 
was probably the biggest challenge for me this season.
Do you prefer singles or doubles? Why?
I honestly love both. Playing doubles with Beth [Larson] 
allows me to get super vocal on the court, which is really fun, 
and having her constant support is very rewarding. Doubles 
allows me to serve and volley, my favorite parts of the game. 
Singles is also great because I love the physical and mental 
battle it produces, which is a constant challenge.
If you could play in any major tennis tournament in the 
world, which one would it be and why?
I would love to play at Wimbledon. Everything there seems 
so classy and the surface is slower, which would allow me to 
come up to the net more often.
What is one thing about your pre-match routine that you 
can’t go without?
As everyone knows, I am really superstitious. One thing 
that I absolutely have to do is eat a banana before each match.
Jenny Roesch: Women’s tennis
Photo courtesy of Jenny Roesch
Gayatri Malhotra: Women’s tennis
Photo courtesy of Gayatri Malhotra
The Lawrence University wom-
en’s soccer team had an impres-
sive showing last weekend in a pair 
of very important games for the 
Vikings. They won one game and 
drew another to stay within strik-
ing distance of first place.
As the end of the season nears, 
the Vikings are not only looking 
to get into the conference tourna-
ment, but they also still have a 
chance at obtaining the top seed 
and hosting the tournament. In 
order to do so, Lawrence would 
have to win their final conference 
game against Ripon and hope that 
Carroll and St. Norbert finish their 
schedules with losses.
The Vikings faced Monmouth 
and Illinois College last weekend, 
and both games were fought hard. 
In the opener against 
Monmouth (7-5-3, 3-2-1 MWC), 
senior Celesta Kirk scored just five 
minutes into the game. However, 
the Vikings offense stagnated and 
they were unable to put another 
one in the back of the net despite 
getting six more shots on goal.
Monmouth countered Kirk’s 
goal in the 20th minute with a goal 
by Becca Baur. That would end the 
scoring for the remainder of regu-
lation and both overtime periods, 
and the game ended in a 1-1 tie.
The second game of the week-
end saw the Vikings face off 
against Illinois College (2-11-2, 
0-6-1 MWC). 
Lawrence obtained an early 
one-goal lead again, but this time, 
the Vikings were able to build on 
their lead. Junior Mallory Koula 
scored first for the Vikings, with 
senior Annie Kaiser picking up the 
assist. 
Koula then added to her team-
leading goal total in the second 
half. Kaiser once again assisted on 
what was Koula’s 10th goal of the 
season.
Sophomore goalkeeper Cassie 
Burke had an easy day in goal, 
picking up her fourth shutout of 
the season. Burke only had to 
make two saves in the game
The Vikings (6-7-1, 5-2-1 MWC) 
currently stand in third place in 
the conference. St. Norbert (7-7-1, 
6-2-0 MWC), whom the Vikings 
have already beaten this year, 
and Carroll (10-4, 6-1 MWC) are 
ahead of them in the standings. 
Currently, Lake Forest holds the 
final spot in the conference tour-
nament.
Lawrence hosts UW-Oshkosh 
in a non-conference showdown on 
Oct. 24, then travels to MSOE for 
another non-conference game on 
Oct. 27.
The Vikings’ all-important 
final conference game will take 
place against Ripon on the road 
Oct. 30. The Midwest Conference 
Tournament, hosted by the regular 
season champion, will take place 
Nov. 5 and 6.
Women’s soccer ties, wins over weekend
Jon Mays
Staff  Writer
The Lawrence University foot-
ball team traveled to Grinnell, Iowa 
last Saturday to face off against 
the Pioneers. Lawrence took a 
dominating lead early in the game, 
but Grinnell roared back in the 
fourth quarter, and the Vikings 
couldn’t hold on. Grinnell would 
end up winning 31-17.
Lawrence (1-6, 1-5 MWC) 
started the game off well, as the 
defense worked their magic to 
force turnovers in the form of an 
interception and a fumble. The 
Vikings quickly scored 14 points 
off of the two turnovers. 
The first was set up by fresh-
man Darvis PridGeon’s first colle-
giate interception. 18 plays and 99 
yards later, freshman running back 
Shawn Martin ran seven yards for 
the touchdown.
The second score came after 
a fumble recovery at midfield. On 
the next play, freshman quarter-
back Luke Barthelmess hooked 
up with senior receiver Jeremiah 
Johnson for the 51-yard touch-
down pass to make the score 14-0.
Soon after the start of the 
second quarter, the Vikings tacked 
on another three points after a 
32-yard field goal by sophomore 
Cody Robel. 
Unfortunately, things started 
to fall apart after what would 
prove to be their last points of 
the night.
Grinnell (5-2, 4-2 MWC) slowly 
came back from the 17-0 deficit, 
putting through a field goal and 
a touchdown near the end of the 
first half to go into the locker 
room down 17-10. In the fourth 
quarter, Pioneers quarterback Mike 
McCabe tossed three more touch-
down passes to give his team a 
31-17 win.
Hoping to rebound from the 
tough loss, the Vikings will return 
to the field at 1:30 p.m. Saturday at 
Lake Forest.
Football loses big lead, falls at Grinnell 
Kelson Warner
for The Lawrentian
Q1: What sport focuses around the use of “handballs” to move around the pitch before scoring 
either a “goal” or a “behind”? Two years ago, this sport banned a type of tackle in which one player 
pins the other’s arms to his sides and drives his head into the ground — though the federation gov-
erning this sport drew heavy criticism for the ban.
A1: Aussie rules football. Though “footy” is easily distinguishable from rugby and American foot-
ball, it has failed to catch on outside of Down Under, as international fans continue to prefer those 
sports.
Q2: Continuing this week’s unofficial theme, what English forward recently shocked Manchester 
United faithfuls by announcing that he “wishes to leave the club”?  Casual fans might also know this 
striker from his appearances on the English national side, as during the 2010 World Cup, he was 
advertised as being England’s main scoring threat.
A2: Wayne Rooney.  Despite playing almost his entire professional career at United, the star forward 
has recently decided that he is done as a Red Devil and wants to jump ship.
Sports Trivia
Sports
photographers 
wanted
If interested, contact: atkinsot@lawrence.edu
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What’s on your iPod?
Ana Kennedy ‘11
This is from my mix called 
“Love Wave,” a collection of songs 
that sound like lying in the sun on 
summer days, listening to chillwave 
from iPod speakers and then hear-
ing Michael Jackson blasting from a 
distant passing car.
1. Two Door Cinema Club, 
“Something Good Can Work” 
This a perfect late spring/early 
summer song, and I love what a 
tongue-twister it is. The chorus, 
sung super-quickly and in falsetto, 
is, “We’re gonna show the world 
that something good can work 
and it can work for you/ and you 
know that it will.” Whenever I hear 
a really happy song like this, I love 
to think about people all over the 
world listening to it, singing along 
and learning it with their garage 
bands.
2. The Sonnets, “Sebastian Said” 
The Sonnets, five gentlemen 
from Sweden, have an amazing 
style. Their sound is reminiscent 
of the ‘60s culture clash between 
mods and rockers — Ray-Bans, pin-
rolled khakis, anoraks, turtlenecks. 
I am pretty sure this a tribute to 
one of the best songs ever, “Shout 
It To The Top” by the Style Council, 
Paul Weller’s band after The Jam. 
Even though both of these songs 
mention heartache and restless-
ness, they sound optimistic and 
are so full of life. “Sebastian Said” 
might not be around in 25 years 
like “Shout It To The Top,” but 
The Sonnets are a promising band 
combining hip aesthetics and real 
emotion.
3. Miami Horror, “Holidays” 
This song is irresistible! So 
fun and catchy. Miami Horror is 
the new Cut Copy, or at least the 
new Australian electro-pop band to 
tide us over until Cut Copy’s third 
album is released in 2011. Alan 
Palomo from Neon Indian — and 
multiple other side projects — is 
featured on vocals. 
4. Lindstrøm and Christabelle, 
“Baby I Can’t Stop” 
When I first heard this song 
by this Norwegian duo, I thought 
it was a multi-layered remix of 
Michael Jackson’s “Don’t Stop Til 
You Get Enough,” which is a huge 
compliment. On their album “Real 
Life is No Cool,” Lindstrøm pro-
vides the disco and Christabelle 
provides the charm. Many of her 
lyrics, delivered effortlessly, were 
improvised!
5. Quadron, “Slippin’” 
Quadron is a Danish elec-
tro-soul duo from 20-year-old 
singer Coco and producer Robin 
Hannibal. I am in awe of her voice 
and her stage presence — she is 
so sophisticated for her age. She’s 
clearly influenced by Erykah Badu 
and Lauryn Hill, two singers that 
I grew up listening to. Quadron’s 
debut album is phenomenal, and 
they really deserve all the hype 
that they’ve started getting in the 
US. You go Coco.
6. Teengirl Fantasy, “Floor to 
Floor” 
These two friends from 
Oberlin are making some really 
intriguing and warm electronic 
music. They recently opened for 
Animal Collective’s Panda Bear on 
Governor’s Island in NYC. I didn’t 
want to bore everyone with an 
entire playlist of tracks from the 
super “relevant” but hard-to-define 
chillwave genre, but similar art-
ists to ride the chillwave to are 
Ducktails, Sorcerer and Blondes. 
7. How To Dress Well, “Ecstasy 
with Jojo” 
First of all, just based on band 
names, How To Dress Well is in 
a league of his own compared 
to the single-word band names 
mentioned above. HTDW is one 
guy who splits his time between 
Chicago and Cologne, Germany, 
and moonlights as a musician 
while also translating philoso-
phy texts. His music has been 
described as “narcotized below-fi 
R&B,” and this song samples one 
of my favorite songs of all time, 
“Baby Be Mine” by Michael Jackson, 
which is also my ringtone. 
8. Ariel Pink’s Haunted Graffiti,
“Round and Round” 
This song is the ultimate roller-
skating jam.
9. Voxtrot, “You Can Hide Your 
Love Forever” 
Don’t you love it when one of your 
favorite bands covers one of your 
favorite songs? And isn’t it just 
icing on the cake when the cover 
is almost as good as the original? 
“You Can Hide Your Love Forever” 
was written by beloved British 
band Comet Gain and captures 
perfectly the ups and downs of a 
long-term, sometimes-unrequited 
love. Voxtrot covered this during 
a Lounge Act for famed Ohio radio 
station WOXY before both the 
radio station and the band called it 
quits. Vox’s visit to Lawrence last 
spring is one of the highlights of 
my time here. VOXTROT FOREVER. 
10. Tokyo Police Club, “Favourite 
Colour” 
This is the happiest song of 
2010. They sing the three best 
questions to ask someone you like: 
how is your younger brother, what 
is your favorite color and what 
was the first record you owned? 
Sometimes it is as simple as that!
11. Madonna, “Holiday”
I always like to end things with 
a classic. I remember when my dad 
taught me to use our record player 
with this record, so this song will 
always have a place in my heart. 
And it has such a great sentiment, 
too. 
By now, I hope you can tell that 
every song on my iPod is my favor-
ite song, but that Michael Jackson is 
my real favorite.
Photo courtesy of Ana Kennedy
